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Masses? Hierarchy? Dirac/Majorana? Additional sterile neutrinos? CP phase? 

Cosmology can weigh the neutrinos 
Neutrinos = 0.5% of all matter, but their gravity suppresses LSS 8-fold = 4% 

 

➞ CMB & LSS: masses to ~ 20 meV precision

Neutrinos

Massless 𝜈 Massive 𝜈

McCarthy

~1Mpc
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Fig. 1.— An exaggerated example of the lensing effect on a 10◦ × 10◦ field. Top: (left-to-right) unlensed temperature field, unlensed
E-polarization field, spherically symmetric deflection field d(n). Bottom: (left-to-right) lensed temperature field, lensed E-polarization field,
lensed B-polarization field. The scale for the polarization and temperature fields differ by a factor of 10.

gravitational waves.

2. LENSING

Weak lensing by the large-scale structure of the Universe
remaps the primary temperature field Θ(n̂) = ∆T (n̂)/T
and dimensionless Stokes parameters Q(n̂) and U(n̂) as
(Blanchard & Schneider 1987; Bernardeau 1997; Zaldar-
riaga & Seljak 1998)

Θ(n̂) = Θ̃(n̂ + d(n̂)) , (1)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = [Q̃ ± iŨ ](n̂ + d(n̂)) ,

where n̂ is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the un-
lensed field, and d(n̂) is the deflection angle. It is related
to the line of sight projection of the gravitational potential
Ψ(x, D) as d = ∇φ,

φ(n̂) = −2

∫

dD
(Ds − D)

D Ds
Ψ(Dn̂, D) , (2)

where D is the comoving distance along the line of sight in
the assumed flat cosmology and Ds denotes the distance to
the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the
rms deflection is 2.6′ but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order (l, m) may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be

presented in a separate work (Okamoto & Hu, in prep).
In this case, the temperature, polarization, and potential
fields may be decomposed as

Θ(n̂) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
Θ(l)eil·n̂ , (3)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = −
∫

d2l

(2π)2
[E(l) ± iB(l)]e±2iϕleil·n̂ ,

φ(n̂) =

∫

d2L

(2π)2
φ(L)eiL·n̂ ,

where ϕl = cos−1(x̂ · l̂). Lensing changes the Fourier mo-
ments by (Hu 2000b)

δΘ(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
Θ̃(l′)W (l′,L) , (4)

δE(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

Ẽ(l′) cos 2ϕl′l − B̃(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

δB(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

B̃(l′) cos 2ϕl′l + Ẽ(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

where ϕl′l ≡ ϕl′ − ϕl, L = l − l′, and

W (l,L) = −[l · L]φ(L) . (5)

Here δΘ = Θ − Θ̃ for example. In Fig. 1, we show a toy
example of the effect of lensing on the temperature and po-
larization fields (see also Benabed et al. 2001). The effect

How? CMB is an LSS probe
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Fig. 1.— An exaggerated example of the lensing effect on a 10◦ × 10◦ field. Top: (left-to-right) unlensed temperature field, unlensed
E-polarization field, spherically symmetric deflection field d(n). Bottom: (left-to-right) lensed temperature field, lensed E-polarization field,
lensed B-polarization field. The scale for the polarization and temperature fields differ by a factor of 10.

gravitational waves.
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where n̂ is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the un-
lensed field, and d(n̂) is the deflection angle. It is related
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the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the
rms deflection is 2.6′ but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order (l, m) may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be
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LSS imprints on the CMB
Key parameters:

Potential 
Lensing                                                             Total mass 
ISW, Rees-Sciama                                             Accretion rate, DE 
Moving lens                                                      Transverse velocities 

Single scattering 
Screening                                                         Gas density 
kSZ, rot kSZ, turb kSZ                                      Gas density, LOS velocities 
tSZ, relat tSZ                                                    Gas thermal pressure, temperature   
Polarized scattering                                         Gas density, Ultra large scales  

Multiple scattering 
Smaller by factor                                               Break degeneracies with tau?
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CMB can help: it is an LSS probe

Naess+20

Planck ACT

~1deg



Naess+20

Planck ACT

Galaxy clusters 
(Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect)

Active galactic nuclei 
Dusty star forming galaxies

~1deg

CMB can help: it is a LSS probe
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Why now? High-res high-sensitivity CMB experiments

The SO Site 

Simons Array

ACT

CLASS

SO-Nominal

භ 5,200 meters:  high and dry 
භ 23 degree South Latitude
භ Established site 
භ Room for expansion

26

12

Galaxies

CMB

Kirkby

SO Science goals and forecasts (inc. Schaan) 19 
Lee+Schaan+20

CMB-S4 Science book (inc. Schaan) 
16, 19a, 19b, 20
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Why now? Gigantic LSS surveys

Vera Rubin Observatory LSSTDark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

12

Galaxies

CMB

SPHEREx

Kirkby

Fang Eifler Schaan+21 
Schaan+20, 16

SPHEREx

Doré+Schaan+16, 18
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Mass shadows
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FIG. 24: Left: A large-scale mapping measurement like SPHEREx traces the total emission from di↵use components as well
as the emission from individual galaxies. The left panel shows a numerical simulation of galaxies superposed with a di↵use
emission component, such as IHL and early dwarf galaxies, that follows the structure of dark matter. A galaxy survey (middle)
recovers the galaxies but misses the di↵use light component. A large-scale mapping measurement (right), traces the total
emission from the di↵use component as well as the individual galaxies due to their clustering. Right: Amplitude of large-scale
EBL fluctuations measured by CIBER, Spitzer, and AKARI, after removing the contribution from known galaxy populations.
The solid lines show the expected IHL (red) and EOR (orange) signals. The bottom of the EOR range is the minimum signal
that must be present given the existing z > 7 Lyman-break galaxy luminosity functions [116]. The top of the EOR range allows
for fainter galaxies below the detection level of deep HST surveys. We show the MEV instrumental performance as the RMS
between 5 and 22 arcmin in eight bands between 0.75 and 4.8 µm by the black lines.

used to probe the history of stars producing the IHL. EBL fluctuations contain the imprints of the first stars that
ended the cosmic dark ages. Sometime between 200 Myr and 1 Gyr after the Big Bang (z = 6-20), the first collapsed
objects formed and produced energetic UV photons that reionized the surrounding hydrogen gas. This EOR marks
the end of the dark ages, and is the first chapter in the history of galaxies and heavy elements.

B. Line Intensity Mapping

The SPHEREx deep spectro-imaging survey also produces the ideal data set for full tomographic mapping of large-
scale structure, a statistical study based on galactic emission lines. These emission lines trace linear large-scale galaxy
clustering, but unlike 2D continuum measurements outlined above, provide 3D redshift information.

The spectral line intensity cubes from SPHEREx are an ideal tracer of galaxy evolution. At low redshifts SPHEREx
will detect multiple lines with high signal to noise (Figure 25), the dominant lines being H↵ for redshifts 0.1< z <5,
H� for redshifts 0.5< z <2, and [OIII] for redshifts 0.5< z <3. At high redshifts 5.2< z <8, SPHEREx accesses
the Ly↵ line, providing a crucial probe of the formation and evolution of EOR galaxies. Traditionally H↵, after
accounting for dust extinction, has been used as a reliable measure of the cosmic star-formation rate. In the deep
SPHEREx region, we can measure the H↵ power spectrum in 10 redshift intervals, with SNR > 100 (Figure 25).
The measurement of H↵ clustering thus traces bolometric line emission, integrated over all galaxy luminosities and
including emission from any di↵use IHL component. Foreground line confusion from lower redshift [OIII] and H� lines
can be robustly removed by cross-correlating spectral lines in multiple bands. For example, z = 3 H↵ line fluctuations
are detected in a band centered at 2.62 µm, while at the same redshift [OIII] fluctuations are present in a band
centered at 2.00 µm. Cross-correlating two independent bands thus traces the galaxies at z = 3 without masking,
and naturally rejects any line contaminants that may be present in one of the two bands. Intensity mapping at high

Outline: Combining CMB & LSS

Gas shadows
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Fig. 1.— An exaggerated example of the lensing effect on a 10◦ × 10◦ field. Top: (left-to-right) unlensed temperature field, unlensed
E-polarization field, spherically symmetric deflection field d(n). Bottom: (left-to-right) lensed temperature field, lensed E-polarization field,
lensed B-polarization field. The scale for the polarization and temperature fields differ by a factor of 10.

gravitational waves.

2. LENSING

Weak lensing by the large-scale structure of the Universe
remaps the primary temperature field Θ(n̂) = ∆T (n̂)/T
and dimensionless Stokes parameters Q(n̂) and U(n̂) as
(Blanchard & Schneider 1987; Bernardeau 1997; Zaldar-
riaga & Seljak 1998)

Θ(n̂) = Θ̃(n̂ + d(n̂)) , (1)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = [Q̃ ± iŨ ](n̂ + d(n̂)) ,

where n̂ is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the un-
lensed field, and d(n̂) is the deflection angle. It is related
to the line of sight projection of the gravitational potential
Ψ(x, D) as d = ∇φ,

φ(n̂) = −2

∫

dD
(Ds − D)

D Ds
Ψ(Dn̂, D) , (2)

where D is the comoving distance along the line of sight in
the assumed flat cosmology and Ds denotes the distance to
the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the
rms deflection is 2.6′ but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order (l, m) may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be

presented in a separate work (Okamoto & Hu, in prep).
In this case, the temperature, polarization, and potential
fields may be decomposed as

Θ(n̂) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
Θ(l)eil·n̂ , (3)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = −
∫

d2l

(2π)2
[E(l) ± iB(l)]e±2iϕleil·n̂ ,

φ(n̂) =

∫

d2L

(2π)2
φ(L)eiL·n̂ ,

where ϕl = cos−1(x̂ · l̂). Lensing changes the Fourier mo-
ments by (Hu 2000b)

δΘ(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
Θ̃(l′)W (l′,L) , (4)

δE(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

Ẽ(l′) cos 2ϕl′l − B̃(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

δB(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

B̃(l′) cos 2ϕl′l + Ẽ(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

where ϕl′l ≡ ϕl′ − ϕl, L = l − l′, and

W (l,L) = −[l · L]φ(L) . (5)

Here δΘ = Θ − Θ̃ for example. In Fig. 1, we show a toy
example of the effect of lensing on the temperature and po-
larization fields (see also Benabed et al. 2001). The effect
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Fig. 1.— An exaggerated example of the lensing effect on a 10◦ × 10◦ field. Top: (left-to-right) unlensed temperature field, unlensed
E-polarization field, spherically symmetric deflection field d(n). Bottom: (left-to-right) lensed temperature field, lensed E-polarization field,
lensed B-polarization field. The scale for the polarization and temperature fields differ by a factor of 10.

gravitational waves.

2. LENSING

Weak lensing by the large-scale structure of the Universe
remaps the primary temperature field Θ(n̂) = ∆T (n̂)/T
and dimensionless Stokes parameters Q(n̂) and U(n̂) as
(Blanchard & Schneider 1987; Bernardeau 1997; Zaldar-
riaga & Seljak 1998)

Θ(n̂) = Θ̃(n̂ + d(n̂)) , (1)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = [Q̃ ± iŨ ](n̂ + d(n̂)) ,

where n̂ is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the un-
lensed field, and d(n̂) is the deflection angle. It is related
to the line of sight projection of the gravitational potential
Ψ(x, D) as d = ∇φ,

φ(n̂) = −2

∫

dD
(Ds − D)

D Ds
Ψ(Dn̂, D) , (2)

where D is the comoving distance along the line of sight in
the assumed flat cosmology and Ds denotes the distance to
the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the
rms deflection is 2.6′ but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order (l, m) may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be

presented in a separate work (Okamoto & Hu, in prep).
In this case, the temperature, polarization, and potential
fields may be decomposed as

Θ(n̂) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
Θ(l)eil·n̂ , (3)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = −
∫

d2l

(2π)2
[E(l) ± iB(l)]e±2iϕleil·n̂ ,

φ(n̂) =

∫

d2L

(2π)2
φ(L)eiL·n̂ ,

where ϕl = cos−1(x̂ · l̂). Lensing changes the Fourier mo-
ments by (Hu 2000b)

δΘ(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
Θ̃(l′)W (l′,L) , (4)

δE(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

Ẽ(l′) cos 2ϕl′l − B̃(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,
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B̃(l′) cos 2ϕl′l + Ẽ(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

where ϕl′l ≡ ϕl′ − ϕl, L = l − l′, and

W (l,L) = −[l · L]φ(L) . (5)

Here δΘ = Θ − Θ̃ for example. In Fig. 1, we show a toy
example of the effect of lensing on the temperature and po-
larization fields (see also Benabed et al. 2001). The effect

Mass shadows: 
Analogy CMB-galaxy lensing
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CMB lensing: overview

~2’ deflections, coherent on degree scale 
Surface brightness:  
Born approximation: 

T (x) = T 0(x� d(x))
d = r� = 2r��1
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~2’ deflections, coherent on degree scale 
Surface brightness:  
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~2’ deflections, coherent on degree scale 
Surface brightness:  
Born approximation: 

T (x) = T 0(x� d(x))
d = r� = 2r��1
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~2’ deflections, coherent on degree scale 
Surface brightness:  
Born approximation: 

T (x) = T 0(x� d(x))
d = r� = 2r��1

CMB lensing: overview
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CMB lensing: overview
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Lensing breaks the statistical isotropy of the CMB 
by coupling small and large scales 
➞ Reconstruct with a quadratic estimator
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SO Science paper

Lensing is crucial for CMB science
Projected 
precision
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SO Science paper

➞ CMB lensing is crucial

Lensing is crucial for CMB science
Projected 
precision
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Key hurdle: extragalactic foregrounds

kSZ radio PStSZ CIBCMB

adapted from Sehgal+09

Highly significant bias to lensing

4

lensed primary CMB TCMB, the foregrounds Tf and the
detector noise Tnoise: Tobs = TCMB+Tf+Tnoise. We write
Q[TA, TB ] for any quadratic estimator (QE, shear or mag-
nification) applied to maps TA and TB , symmetrized in
A ↔ B.

As shown in [6–8], biases to the CMB lensing auto
power spectrum Cκκ

L arise from the foreground bispec-
trum (‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ terms), and from the
foreground trispectrum. We evaluate them as follows:

1) The primary bispectrum term is computed as
2 Q[Tf , Tf ] κCMB , as in [6–8].

2) The secondary bispectrum could in principle be
computed as 4 Q[Tf , TCMB] Q[Tf , TCMB] . However,
this auto-correlation is biased by the large noise of
Q[Tf , TCMB], which would have to be subtracted. We
therefore propose and implement a new method to avoid
these issues. We Taylor-expand the lensed CMB map
TCMB = T 0 + T 1 + ... in powers of κ, and compute the
quantity 8 Q[Tf , T 0] Q[Tf , T 1] . This is equivalent, be-
cause the quadratic estimators are by construction un-
biased when applied to the pair (T 0, T 1). However, the
noise is greatly reduced, and this is a cross-correlation so
no noise subtraction is needed (no N0, or higher order
bias N i). We reduce the noise even further by not gen-
erating a true Gaussian realization for T 0, but instead
fixing the modulus of all the Fourier modes to the square
root of the power spectrum.

3) For the trispectrum term, we compute
Q[Tf , Tf ] Q[Tf , Tf ] , and subtract the Gaussian
contribution (which is a part of N0) analytically, as in
[6, 7].

For the cross-correlation with tracers C
κδg
L , only the

primary bispectrum is present, and without the combi-
natorial factor 2: Q[Tf , Tf ] δg . The secondary bispec-
trum and trispectrum terms only act as a source of noise
on this cross-correlation, not bias.

Results

The resulting foreground biases for the cross-
correlation C

κδg
L are shown in Fig. 3. Despite the mask-

ing, the CIB, tSZ, kSZ and radio PS lead to very large
and statistically significant biases for the QE and the
magnification estimators. Again, multi-frequency com-
ponent separation may be used to null the tSZ bias, or
reduce the CIB or radio PS biases. However, reducing
all these biases simultaneously typically causes a large
noise increase. Furthermore, multi-frequency analyses
have no effect on the kSZ bias. These foreground bi-
ases are therefore a major concern for the standard QE.
On the other hand, no foreground bias is detected in
the shear estimator. This is the main result of this let-
ter: even when applied to a single-frequency temperature
map, the shear estimator measures only the quadrupo-
lar distortions from lensing, and is therefore immune to
foregrounds. It is remarkable that this holds even for a
single frequency map out to max,T = 3500, where the

temperature modes are foreground dominated. Our QE
tSZ bias in Fig. 3 is smaller than in [9, 10], which can be
explained by our scaling down of the tSZ map to match
the power spectrum model of [24], our masking, and the
different redshift of our galaxy catalog. Our CIB bias is
slightly larger than found in [10].
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FIG. 3. Relative bias to the cross-correlation between CMB
lensing and the LSST gold galaxy sample, as a function of
lensing multipole L, when including temperature multipoles
= 30 − 3500 at 148GHz. This bias corresponds to the ‘pri-

mary bispectrum’ term. The grey boxes indicate bins of lens-
ing multipoles with the corresponding statistical error bars
for the standard quadratic estimator (lensing noise plus cos-
mic variance, identical in each panel). The foreground biases
are much larger than the statistical error bars for both the
standard quadratic estimator and the magnification estima-
tor, whereas it is barely measurable for the shear estimator.

For the lensing auto-spectrum Cκκ
L , the primary, sec-

ondary and trispectrum biases discussed in the previous
section are shown in Fig. 4. At low (high) lensing multi-
poles, the primary (trispectrum) bias dominates. In both
cases, a large bias is seen in the QE and magnification
estimator, while the shear estimator is unbiased. Our
primary and trispectrum foreground biases are consistent
with the results of [6] for the CIB and tSZ, and slightly
smaller than what found in [8] for the kSZ, due to our
rescaling of the kSZ map and the slightly different lensing
weights. We compute individually the secondary fore-
ground bias. This term is smaller than the primary and
trispectrum term, but non-negligible for L of a few hun-
dred. Here, the shear estimator does not improve over
the QE and magnification estimators. Overall, the shear
estimator dramatically reduces the foreground biases. As
a result, in the absence of any foreground cleaning, the
shear estimator allows to increase the range of multipoles
used in the lens reconstruction from max,T ≈ 2500 for the
QE, to max,T ≈ 3500 for shear-only. Multi-frequency
foreground cleaning can help increase the range of usable
multipoles – and thus the statistical power – for both
estimators.
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the ‘large-scale lens’ regime, in which the unlensed image varies on much smaller scales than
the lensing convergence field. In this regime, shear and convergence are uniform on the scale of several galaxies, or several
CMB hot or cold spots. The figure shows the analogy between galaxy lensing and CMB lensing estimators in this regime.
Left column: The large-scale lens regime is one of the regimes in which the CMB lensing quadratic estimator operates. In
this regime, the quadratic estimator can be shown to look for monopolar (magnification) and quadrupolar (shear) distortions
in the local observed power spectrum [16, 51]. Central column: The shear is estimated from the galaxy shape (quadrupole
of the image), and in principle magnification from the galaxy size, brightness or number density (monopole of the image).
Right column: Näıve schematic of the power spectrum of an optical image, on a field containing galaxies and with uniform
magnification/shear. We schematically describe the power spectrum as a clustering component, plus a 1-halo or 1-galaxy term.
The amplitude of this 1-halo/1-galaxy encodes both the galaxy number density and brightness, and its turnover encodes the
galaxy size and shape. The e↵ect of magnification is to rescale the multipoles `x, `y isotropically, as well as the power spectrum
amplitude. Magnification thus a↵ects the local number density, brightness and size of the galaxies, without distorting their
shapes. On the other hand, the e↵ect of shear is an anisotropic rescaling of the multipoles `x and `y, leaving the number density
and brightness unchanged. This figure shows that the shape, size, brightness and number density measured from individual
objects (individual galaxies or CMB hot spots) is also encoded in the power spectrum of these objects (power spectrum of
the galaxy field image or the CMB). In the large-scale lens regime, the information measured by galaxy lensing estimators on
individual objects is completely analogous to that measured by the quadratic estimator on the CMB power spectrum.

of several galaxies. This regime also occurs in CMB lensing, for lensing modes that are coherent over many CMB
hot and cold spots. In this case, the CMB lensing quadratic estimator e↵ectively looks for distortions of the locally
measured power spectrum. Indeed, for a small patch with roughly uniform shear � and convergence , the local power
spectrum is modified as [16]:
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amplitude, assumed to be uniform on the patch where the power spectrum is measured. The angle ✓` is the angle
between the direction of the shear and the wave vector `. As this equation shows, magnification results in a monopole
distortion of the 2D power spectrum, and shear produces a quadrupolar distortion.

In this large-scale lens regime, where the CMB quadratic estimator measures shear and magnification, it is close to
optimal. However, this estimator would be suboptimal in galaxy lensing, for several reasons. For example, applying a
quadratic estimator to the intensity map of a highly populated galaxy field would implicitly weight galaxies by their
brightness, instead of the uncertainty on their shapes. The estimator would thus be dominated by the few brightest
galaxies in the field.

The CIB is a somewhat intermediate case. Similarly to galaxy images, the unlensed CIB is a non-Gaussian field for
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of the image), and in principle magnification from the galaxy size, brightness or number density (monopole of the image).
Right column: Näıve schematic of the power spectrum of an optical image, on a field containing galaxies and with uniform
magnification/shear. We schematically describe the power spectrum as a clustering component, plus a 1-halo or 1-galaxy term.
The amplitude of this 1-halo/1-galaxy encodes both the galaxy number density and brightness, and its turnover encodes the
galaxy size and shape. The e↵ect of magnification is to rescale the multipoles `x, `y isotropically, as well as the power spectrum
amplitude. Magnification thus a↵ects the local number density, brightness and size of the galaxies, without distorting their
shapes. On the other hand, the e↵ect of shear is an anisotropic rescaling of the multipoles `x and `y, leaving the number density
and brightness unchanged. This figure shows that the shape, size, brightness and number density measured from individual
objects (individual galaxies or CMB hot spots) is also encoded in the power spectrum of these objects (power spectrum of
the galaxy field image or the CMB). In the large-scale lens regime, the information measured by galaxy lensing estimators on
individual objects is completely analogous to that measured by the quadratic estimator on the CMB power spectrum.

of several galaxies. This regime also occurs in CMB lensing, for lensing modes that are coherent over many CMB
hot and cold spots. In this case, the CMB lensing quadratic estimator e↵ectively looks for distortions of the locally
measured power spectrum. Indeed, for a small patch with roughly uniform shear � and convergence , the local power
spectrum is modified as [16]:
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amplitude, assumed to be uniform on the patch where the power spectrum is measured. The angle ✓` is the angle
between the direction of the shear and the wave vector `. As this equation shows, magnification results in a monopole
distortion of the 2D power spectrum, and shear produces a quadrupolar distortion.

In this large-scale lens regime, where the CMB quadratic estimator measures shear and magnification, it is close to
optimal. However, this estimator would be suboptimal in galaxy lensing, for several reasons. For example, applying a
quadratic estimator to the intensity map of a highly populated galaxy field would implicitly weight galaxies by their
brightness, instead of the uncertainty on their shapes. The estimator would thus be dominated by the few brightest
galaxies in the field.
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the lensing convergence field. In this regime, shear and convergence are uniform on the scale of several galaxies, or several
CMB hot or cold spots. The figure shows the analogy between galaxy lensing and CMB lensing estimators in this regime.
Left column: The large-scale lens regime is one of the regimes in which the CMB lensing quadratic estimator operates. In
this regime, the quadratic estimator can be shown to look for monopolar (magnification) and quadrupolar (shear) distortions
in the local observed power spectrum [16, 51]. Central column: The shear is estimated from the galaxy shape (quadrupole
of the image), and in principle magnification from the galaxy size, brightness or number density (monopole of the image).
Right column: Näıve schematic of the power spectrum of an optical image, on a field containing galaxies and with uniform
magnification/shear. We schematically describe the power spectrum as a clustering component, plus a 1-halo or 1-galaxy term.
The amplitude of this 1-halo/1-galaxy encodes both the galaxy number density and brightness, and its turnover encodes the
galaxy size and shape. The e↵ect of magnification is to rescale the multipoles `x, `y isotropically, as well as the power spectrum
amplitude. Magnification thus a↵ects the local number density, brightness and size of the galaxies, without distorting their
shapes. On the other hand, the e↵ect of shear is an anisotropic rescaling of the multipoles `x and `y, leaving the number density
and brightness unchanged. This figure shows that the shape, size, brightness and number density measured from individual
objects (individual galaxies or CMB hot spots) is also encoded in the power spectrum of these objects (power spectrum of
the galaxy field image or the CMB). In the large-scale lens regime, the information measured by galaxy lensing estimators on
individual objects is completely analogous to that measured by the quadratic estimator on the CMB power spectrum.

of several galaxies. This regime also occurs in CMB lensing, for lensing modes that are coherent over many CMB
hot and cold spots. In this case, the CMB lensing quadratic estimator e↵ectively looks for distortions of the locally
measured power spectrum. Indeed, for a small patch with roughly uniform shear � and convergence , the local power
spectrum is modified as [16]:
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amplitude, assumed to be uniform on the patch where the power spectrum is measured. The angle ✓` is the angle
between the direction of the shear and the wave vector `. As this equation shows, magnification results in a monopole
distortion of the 2D power spectrum, and shear produces a quadrupolar distortion.

In this large-scale lens regime, where the CMB quadratic estimator measures shear and magnification, it is close to
optimal. However, this estimator would be suboptimal in galaxy lensing, for several reasons. For example, applying a
quadratic estimator to the intensity map of a highly populated galaxy field would implicitly weight galaxies by their
brightness, instead of the uncertainty on their shapes. The estimator would thus be dominated by the few brightest
galaxies in the field.

The CIB is a somewhat intermediate case. Similarly to galaxy images, the unlensed CIB is a non-Gaussian field for
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Key hurdle: extragalactic foregrounds
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4

lensed primary CMB TCMB, the foregrounds Tf and the
detector noise Tnoise: Tobs = TCMB+Tf+Tnoise. We write
Q[TA, TB ] for any quadratic estimator (QE, shear or mag-
nification) applied to maps TA and TB , symmetrized in
A ↔ B.

As shown in [6–8], biases to the CMB lensing auto
power spectrum Cκκ

L arise from the foreground bispec-
trum (‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ terms), and from the
foreground trispectrum. We evaluate them as follows:

1) The primary bispectrum term is computed as
2 Q[Tf , Tf ] κCMB , as in [6–8].

2) The secondary bispectrum could in principle be
computed as 4 Q[Tf , TCMB] Q[Tf , TCMB] . However,
this auto-correlation is biased by the large noise of
Q[Tf , TCMB], which would have to be subtracted. We
therefore propose and implement a new method to avoid
these issues. We Taylor-expand the lensed CMB map
TCMB = T 0 + T 1 + ... in powers of κ, and compute the
quantity 8 Q[Tf , T 0] Q[Tf , T 1] . This is equivalent, be-
cause the quadratic estimators are by construction un-
biased when applied to the pair (T 0, T 1). However, the
noise is greatly reduced, and this is a cross-correlation so
no noise subtraction is needed (no N0, or higher order
bias N i). We reduce the noise even further by not gen-
erating a true Gaussian realization for T 0, but instead
fixing the modulus of all the Fourier modes to the square
root of the power spectrum.

3) For the trispectrum term, we compute
Q[Tf , Tf ] Q[Tf , Tf ] , and subtract the Gaussian
contribution (which is a part of N0) analytically, as in
[6, 7].

For the cross-correlation with tracers C
κδg
L , only the

primary bispectrum is present, and without the combi-
natorial factor 2: Q[Tf , Tf ] δg . The secondary bispec-
trum and trispectrum terms only act as a source of noise
on this cross-correlation, not bias.

Results

The resulting foreground biases for the cross-
correlation C

κδg
L are shown in Fig. 3. Despite the mask-

ing, the CIB, tSZ, kSZ and radio PS lead to very large
and statistically significant biases for the QE and the
magnification estimators. Again, multi-frequency com-
ponent separation may be used to null the tSZ bias, or
reduce the CIB or radio PS biases. However, reducing
all these biases simultaneously typically causes a large
noise increase. Furthermore, multi-frequency analyses
have no effect on the kSZ bias. These foreground bi-
ases are therefore a major concern for the standard QE.
On the other hand, no foreground bias is detected in
the shear estimator. This is the main result of this let-
ter: even when applied to a single-frequency temperature
map, the shear estimator measures only the quadrupo-
lar distortions from lensing, and is therefore immune to
foregrounds. It is remarkable that this holds even for a
single frequency map out to max,T = 3500, where the

temperature modes are foreground dominated. Our QE
tSZ bias in Fig. 3 is smaller than in [9, 10], which can be
explained by our scaling down of the tSZ map to match
the power spectrum model of [24], our masking, and the
different redshift of our galaxy catalog. Our CIB bias is
slightly larger than found in [10].
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FIG. 3. Relative bias to the cross-correlation between CMB
lensing and the LSST gold galaxy sample, as a function of
lensing multipole L, when including temperature multipoles
= 30 − 3500 at 148GHz. This bias corresponds to the ‘pri-

mary bispectrum’ term. The grey boxes indicate bins of lens-
ing multipoles with the corresponding statistical error bars
for the standard quadratic estimator (lensing noise plus cos-
mic variance, identical in each panel). The foreground biases
are much larger than the statistical error bars for both the
standard quadratic estimator and the magnification estima-
tor, whereas it is barely measurable for the shear estimator.

For the lensing auto-spectrum Cκκ
L , the primary, sec-

ondary and trispectrum biases discussed in the previous
section are shown in Fig. 4. At low (high) lensing multi-
poles, the primary (trispectrum) bias dominates. In both
cases, a large bias is seen in the QE and magnification
estimator, while the shear estimator is unbiased. Our
primary and trispectrum foreground biases are consistent
with the results of [6] for the CIB and tSZ, and slightly
smaller than what found in [8] for the kSZ, due to our
rescaling of the kSZ map and the slightly different lensing
weights. We compute individually the secondary fore-
ground bias. This term is smaller than the primary and
trispectrum term, but non-negligible for L of a few hun-
dred. Here, the shear estimator does not improve over
the QE and magnification estimators. Overall, the shear
estimator dramatically reduces the foreground biases. As
a result, in the absence of any foreground cleaning, the
shear estimator allows to increase the range of multipoles
used in the lens reconstruction from max,T ≈ 2500 for the
QE, to max,T ≈ 3500 for shear-only. Multi-frequency
foreground cleaning can help increase the range of usable
multipoles – and thus the statistical power – for both
estimators.
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4

lensed primary CMB TCMB, the foregrounds Tf and the
detector noise Tnoise: Tobs = TCMB+Tf+Tnoise. We write
Q[TA, TB ] for any quadratic estimator (QE, shear or mag-
nification) applied to maps TA and TB , symmetrized in
A ↔ B.

As shown in [6–8], biases to the CMB lensing auto
power spectrum Cκκ

L arise from the foreground bispec-
trum (‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ terms), and from the
foreground trispectrum. We evaluate them as follows:

1) The primary bispectrum term is computed as
2 Q[Tf , Tf ] κCMB , as in [6–8].

2) The secondary bispectrum could in principle be
computed as 4 Q[Tf , TCMB] Q[Tf , TCMB] . However,
this auto-correlation is biased by the large noise of
Q[Tf , TCMB], which would have to be subtracted. We
therefore propose and implement a new method to avoid
these issues. We Taylor-expand the lensed CMB map
TCMB = T 0 + T 1 + ... in powers of κ, and compute the
quantity 8 Q[Tf , T 0] Q[Tf , T 1] . This is equivalent, be-
cause the quadratic estimators are by construction un-
biased when applied to the pair (T 0, T 1). However, the
noise is greatly reduced, and this is a cross-correlation so
no noise subtraction is needed (no N0, or higher order
bias N i). We reduce the noise even further by not gen-
erating a true Gaussian realization for T 0, but instead
fixing the modulus of all the Fourier modes to the square
root of the power spectrum.

3) For the trispectrum term, we compute
Q[Tf , Tf ] Q[Tf , Tf ] , and subtract the Gaussian
contribution (which is a part of N0) analytically, as in
[6, 7].

For the cross-correlation with tracers C
κδg
L , only the

primary bispectrum is present, and without the combi-
natorial factor 2: Q[Tf , Tf ] δg . The secondary bispec-
trum and trispectrum terms only act as a source of noise
on this cross-correlation, not bias.

Results

The resulting foreground biases for the cross-
correlation C

κδg
L are shown in Fig. 3. Despite the mask-

ing, the CIB, tSZ, kSZ and radio PS lead to very large
and statistically significant biases for the QE and the
magnification estimators. Again, multi-frequency com-
ponent separation may be used to null the tSZ bias, or
reduce the CIB or radio PS biases. However, reducing
all these biases simultaneously typically causes a large
noise increase. Furthermore, multi-frequency analyses
have no effect on the kSZ bias. These foreground bi-
ases are therefore a major concern for the standard QE.
On the other hand, no foreground bias is detected in
the shear estimator. This is the main result of this let-
ter: even when applied to a single-frequency temperature
map, the shear estimator measures only the quadrupo-
lar distortions from lensing, and is therefore immune to
foregrounds. It is remarkable that this holds even for a
single frequency map out to max,T = 3500, where the

temperature modes are foreground dominated. Our QE
tSZ bias in Fig. 3 is smaller than in [9, 10], which can be
explained by our scaling down of the tSZ map to match
the power spectrum model of [24], our masking, and the
different redshift of our galaxy catalog. Our CIB bias is
slightly larger than found in [10].
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FIG. 3. Relative bias to the cross-correlation between CMB
lensing and the LSST gold galaxy sample, as a function of
lensing multipole L, when including temperature multipoles
= 30 − 3500 at 148GHz. This bias corresponds to the ‘pri-

mary bispectrum’ term. The grey boxes indicate bins of lens-
ing multipoles with the corresponding statistical error bars
for the standard quadratic estimator (lensing noise plus cos-
mic variance, identical in each panel). The foreground biases
are much larger than the statistical error bars for both the
standard quadratic estimator and the magnification estima-
tor, whereas it is barely measurable for the shear estimator.

For the lensing auto-spectrum Cκκ
L , the primary, sec-

ondary and trispectrum biases discussed in the previous
section are shown in Fig. 4. At low (high) lensing multi-
poles, the primary (trispectrum) bias dominates. In both
cases, a large bias is seen in the QE and magnification
estimator, while the shear estimator is unbiased. Our
primary and trispectrum foreground biases are consistent
with the results of [6] for the CIB and tSZ, and slightly
smaller than what found in [8] for the kSZ, due to our
rescaling of the kSZ map and the slightly different lensing
weights. We compute individually the secondary fore-
ground bias. This term is smaller than the primary and
trispectrum term, but non-negligible for L of a few hun-
dred. Here, the shear estimator does not improve over
the QE and magnification estimators. Overall, the shear
estimator dramatically reduces the foreground biases. As
a result, in the absence of any foreground cleaning, the
shear estimator allows to increase the range of multipoles
used in the lens reconstruction from max,T ≈ 2500 for the
QE, to max,T ≈ 3500 for shear-only. Multi-frequency
foreground cleaning can help increase the range of usable
multipoles – and thus the statistical power – for both
estimators.
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4

lensed primary CMB TCMB, the foregrounds Tf and the
detector noise Tnoise: Tobs = TCMB+Tf+Tnoise. We write
Q[TA, TB ] for any quadratic estimator (QE, shear or mag-
nification) applied to maps TA and TB , symmetrized in
A ↔ B.

As shown in [6–8], biases to the CMB lensing auto
power spectrum Cκκ

L arise from the foreground bispec-
trum (‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ terms), and from the
foreground trispectrum. We evaluate them as follows:

1) The primary bispectrum term is computed as
2 Q[Tf , Tf ] κCMB , as in [6–8].

2) The secondary bispectrum could in principle be
computed as 4 Q[Tf , TCMB] Q[Tf , TCMB] . However,
this auto-correlation is biased by the large noise of
Q[Tf , TCMB], which would have to be subtracted. We
therefore propose and implement a new method to avoid
these issues. We Taylor-expand the lensed CMB map
TCMB = T 0 + T 1 + ... in powers of κ, and compute the
quantity 8 Q[Tf , T 0] Q[Tf , T 1] . This is equivalent, be-
cause the quadratic estimators are by construction un-
biased when applied to the pair (T 0, T 1). However, the
noise is greatly reduced, and this is a cross-correlation so
no noise subtraction is needed (no N0, or higher order
bias N i). We reduce the noise even further by not gen-
erating a true Gaussian realization for T 0, but instead
fixing the modulus of all the Fourier modes to the square
root of the power spectrum.

3) For the trispectrum term, we compute
Q[Tf , Tf ] Q[Tf , Tf ] , and subtract the Gaussian
contribution (which is a part of N0) analytically, as in
[6, 7].

For the cross-correlation with tracers C
κδg
L , only the

primary bispectrum is present, and without the combi-
natorial factor 2: Q[Tf , Tf ] δg . The secondary bispec-
trum and trispectrum terms only act as a source of noise
on this cross-correlation, not bias.

Results

The resulting foreground biases for the cross-
correlation C

κδg
L are shown in Fig. 3. Despite the mask-

ing, the CIB, tSZ, kSZ and radio PS lead to very large
and statistically significant biases for the QE and the
magnification estimators. Again, multi-frequency com-
ponent separation may be used to null the tSZ bias, or
reduce the CIB or radio PS biases. However, reducing
all these biases simultaneously typically causes a large
noise increase. Furthermore, multi-frequency analyses
have no effect on the kSZ bias. These foreground bi-
ases are therefore a major concern for the standard QE.
On the other hand, no foreground bias is detected in
the shear estimator. This is the main result of this let-
ter: even when applied to a single-frequency temperature
map, the shear estimator measures only the quadrupo-
lar distortions from lensing, and is therefore immune to
foregrounds. It is remarkable that this holds even for a
single frequency map out to max,T = 3500, where the

temperature modes are foreground dominated. Our QE
tSZ bias in Fig. 3 is smaller than in [9, 10], which can be
explained by our scaling down of the tSZ map to match
the power spectrum model of [24], our masking, and the
different redshift of our galaxy catalog. Our CIB bias is
slightly larger than found in [10].
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FIG. 3. Relative bias to the cross-correlation between CMB
lensing and the LSST gold galaxy sample, as a function of
lensing multipole L, when including temperature multipoles
= 30 − 3500 at 148GHz. This bias corresponds to the ‘pri-

mary bispectrum’ term. The grey boxes indicate bins of lens-
ing multipoles with the corresponding statistical error bars
for the standard quadratic estimator (lensing noise plus cos-
mic variance, identical in each panel). The foreground biases
are much larger than the statistical error bars for both the
standard quadratic estimator and the magnification estima-
tor, whereas it is barely measurable for the shear estimator.

For the lensing auto-spectrum Cκκ
L , the primary, sec-

ondary and trispectrum biases discussed in the previous
section are shown in Fig. 4. At low (high) lensing multi-
poles, the primary (trispectrum) bias dominates. In both
cases, a large bias is seen in the QE and magnification
estimator, while the shear estimator is unbiased. Our
primary and trispectrum foreground biases are consistent
with the results of [6] for the CIB and tSZ, and slightly
smaller than what found in [8] for the kSZ, due to our
rescaling of the kSZ map and the slightly different lensing
weights. We compute individually the secondary fore-
ground bias. This term is smaller than the primary and
trispectrum term, but non-negligible for L of a few hun-
dred. Here, the shear estimator does not improve over
the QE and magnification estimators. Overall, the shear
estimator dramatically reduces the foreground biases. As
a result, in the absence of any foreground cleaning, the
shear estimator allows to increase the range of multipoles
used in the lens reconstruction from max,T ≈ 2500 for the
QE, to max,T ≈ 3500 for shear-only. Multi-frequency
foreground cleaning can help increase the range of usable
multipoles – and thus the statistical power – for both
estimators.

Key hurdle: extragalactic foregrounds
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adapted from Sehgal+09

Highly significant bias to lensing
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Scale L Schaan Ferraro 18

Works for all extragalactic foregrounds! 
Nulls bias and increases signal-to-noise
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Mass shadows: Analogy CMB-galaxy lensing 
Improved CMB lensing

Future
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FIG. 24: Left: A large-scale mapping measurement like SPHEREx traces the total emission from di↵use components as well
as the emission from individual galaxies. The left panel shows a numerical simulation of galaxies superposed with a di↵use
emission component, such as IHL and early dwarf galaxies, that follows the structure of dark matter. A galaxy survey (middle)
recovers the galaxies but misses the di↵use light component. A large-scale mapping measurement (right), traces the total
emission from the di↵use component as well as the individual galaxies due to their clustering. Right: Amplitude of large-scale
EBL fluctuations measured by CIBER, Spitzer, and AKARI, after removing the contribution from known galaxy populations.
The solid lines show the expected IHL (red) and EOR (orange) signals. The bottom of the EOR range is the minimum signal
that must be present given the existing z > 7 Lyman-break galaxy luminosity functions [116]. The top of the EOR range allows
for fainter galaxies below the detection level of deep HST surveys. We show the MEV instrumental performance as the RMS
between 5 and 22 arcmin in eight bands between 0.75 and 4.8 µm by the black lines.

used to probe the history of stars producing the IHL. EBL fluctuations contain the imprints of the first stars that
ended the cosmic dark ages. Sometime between 200 Myr and 1 Gyr after the Big Bang (z = 6-20), the first collapsed
objects formed and produced energetic UV photons that reionized the surrounding hydrogen gas. This EOR marks
the end of the dark ages, and is the first chapter in the history of galaxies and heavy elements.

B. Line Intensity Mapping

The SPHEREx deep spectro-imaging survey also produces the ideal data set for full tomographic mapping of large-
scale structure, a statistical study based on galactic emission lines. These emission lines trace linear large-scale galaxy
clustering, but unlike 2D continuum measurements outlined above, provide 3D redshift information.

The spectral line intensity cubes from SPHEREx are an ideal tracer of galaxy evolution. At low redshifts SPHEREx
will detect multiple lines with high signal to noise (Figure 25), the dominant lines being H↵ for redshifts 0.1< z <5,
H� for redshifts 0.5< z <2, and [OIII] for redshifts 0.5< z <3. At high redshifts 5.2< z <8, SPHEREx accesses
the Ly↵ line, providing a crucial probe of the formation and evolution of EOR galaxies. Traditionally H↵, after
accounting for dust extinction, has been used as a reliable measure of the cosmic star-formation rate. In the deep
SPHEREx region, we can measure the H↵ power spectrum in 10 redshift intervals, with SNR > 100 (Figure 25).
The measurement of H↵ clustering thus traces bolometric line emission, integrated over all galaxy luminosities and
including emission from any di↵use IHL component. Foreground line confusion from lower redshift [OIII] and H� lines
can be robustly removed by cross-correlating spectral lines in multiple bands. For example, z = 3 H↵ line fluctuations
are detected in a band centered at 2.62 µm, while at the same redshift [OIII] fluctuations are present in a band
centered at 2.00 µm. Cross-correlating two independent bands thus traces the galaxies at z = 3 without masking,
and naturally rejects any line contaminants that may be present in one of the two bands. Intensity mapping at high

Outline: Combining CMB & LSS

Gas shadows

2

Fig. 1.— An exaggerated example of the lensing effect on a 10◦ × 10◦ field. Top: (left-to-right) unlensed temperature field, unlensed
E-polarization field, spherically symmetric deflection field d(n). Bottom: (left-to-right) lensed temperature field, lensed E-polarization field,
lensed B-polarization field. The scale for the polarization and temperature fields differ by a factor of 10.

gravitational waves.

2. LENSING

Weak lensing by the large-scale structure of the Universe
remaps the primary temperature field Θ(n̂) = ∆T (n̂)/T
and dimensionless Stokes parameters Q(n̂) and U(n̂) as
(Blanchard & Schneider 1987; Bernardeau 1997; Zaldar-
riaga & Seljak 1998)

Θ(n̂) = Θ̃(n̂ + d(n̂)) , (1)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = [Q̃ ± iŨ ](n̂ + d(n̂)) ,

where n̂ is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the un-
lensed field, and d(n̂) is the deflection angle. It is related
to the line of sight projection of the gravitational potential
Ψ(x, D) as d = ∇φ,

φ(n̂) = −2

∫

dD
(Ds − D)

D Ds
Ψ(Dn̂, D) , (2)

where D is the comoving distance along the line of sight in
the assumed flat cosmology and Ds denotes the distance to
the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the
rms deflection is 2.6′ but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order (l, m) may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be

presented in a separate work (Okamoto & Hu, in prep).
In this case, the temperature, polarization, and potential
fields may be decomposed as

Θ(n̂) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
Θ(l)eil·n̂ , (3)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = −
∫

d2l

(2π)2
[E(l) ± iB(l)]e±2iϕleil·n̂ ,

φ(n̂) =

∫

d2L

(2π)2
φ(L)eiL·n̂ ,

where ϕl = cos−1(x̂ · l̂). Lensing changes the Fourier mo-
ments by (Hu 2000b)

δΘ(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
Θ̃(l′)W (l′,L) , (4)

δE(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

Ẽ(l′) cos 2ϕl′l − B̃(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

δB(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

B̃(l′) cos 2ϕl′l + Ẽ(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

where ϕl′l ≡ ϕl′ − ϕl, L = l − l′, and

W (l,L) = −[l · L]φ(L) . (5)

Here δΘ = Θ − Θ̃ for example. In Fig. 1, we show a toy
example of the effect of lensing on the temperature and po-
larization fields (see also Benabed et al. 2001). The effect
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Why care? Cosmology & Galaxy formation

Supernovae and supermassive black holes regulate galaxy formation 
Unknown “feedback” amplitude 
➞ Missing baryon problem 
 
How to analyze 1% precision LSS data when baryons (15% of matter) are missing?

Illustris
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LSS tension: “lensing is low” 13

FIG. 5. CMASS galaxy-galaxy lensing signal. Data from [ 26]
(green circles) are compared to HOD model predictions from
[95] (MDR1, red line) and our model that include a baryons
correction (blue line) to the MDR1. This correction uses the
best fit density profile from kSZ measurements (Section III B
and Figure 3). The gold band illustrates the uncertainty in
the model from the stellar component and the vertical grey
lines show the radial range in which we have kSZ observations;
outside this radial range we are extrapolating. The baryon
correction that we estimated to the MDR1 model reduces the
di!erence between the galaxy-galaxy measurements and HOD
model predictions by half (50%), but does not reconcile it.
The dashed red line illustrates the maximum correction to the
MDR1 model, which is to remove all baryons without altering
the dark matter profile. This extreme model still does not
reconcile this model and observations below 500 kpc /h.

component (∆ΣDM from MDR1) and baryon component
(∆Σb, obtained from our parametric GNFW model) such
that ∆Σtot = ∆ΣDM +∆Σb. The ∆ΣDM is calculated
by scaling the full ∆Σ from MDR1 by the dark matter
fraction, (ΩM − Ωb)/ΩM. The ∆Σb is calculated by pro-
jecting our best fit GNFW model for the electron density
profile,

Σb(R) ∝ 2
∞

0
ρgas R2 + l2 dl. (21)

Here l is the line-of-sight direction on which we project,
and the profile we fit is spherically symmetric so there
is no preferred axis. The ∆Σb(R) profile is calculated
using Equation 20 once Σ(R) is calculated. We normalize
∆Σb(R) such that the baryon contribution to ∆Σtot equals
fb∆ΣDM at Rmax:

∆Σb(R) → ∆Σb(R)× fb∆ΣDM(Rmax)

∆Σb(Rmax)
. (22)

Here Rmax is the maximum angular radial bin for which we
have a kSZ measurement. To summarize, we assumed that
all the baryons are present within the maximum radius

that we measured and beyond this radius the baryons
trace the dark matter. We note that this model does not
include the e!ect of the dark matter profile rearranging
itsel"n response to the new baryon profile, often referred
to as a “back-reaction” to the baryons (e.g. [ 27, 28]). We
expect this to be a second-order correction to the model
(supported by simulations e.g. [ 28]), smaller than the
baryonic e!ect we included.

Figure 5 shows the original galaxy-galaxy lensing mea-
surement from [26] with green points and error bars, along
with the original MDR1 HOD model from [95] shown as
a red line. Our new estimate for the MDR1 halo model
with a baryon correction coming from our kSZ profile
measurements is shown in blue and the corresponding
blue band illustrates the 2σ uncertainty obtained by sam-
pling the best fit GNFW MCMC chains. The dashed red
line illustrates what the [ 95] HOD model would predict
if one were to remove all the baryons. This “no-baryons”
curve sets a lower limit to the MDR1 HOD model of the
galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, in the absence of a modifica-
tion to the dark matter profile. The yellow band shows
the 2σ upper limit from the stellar component of ∆Σtot

following the calculations from [ 96] and the vertical grey
lines show the radial range of kSZ measurements from
[18]. Our estimates for the inner radii beyond the grey
boundary are extrapolations of the model. At these radii
the uncertainty from the stellar component is dominant.
Our empirical model for the baryon correction to the

MDR1 halo model does reduce the di !erence between
the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurement of the CMASS
sample [26] and the predicted signal from the [95] MDR1
HOD model, which is calibrated to the clustering of the
CMASS sample. At its largest our baryon correction
accounts for half the di!erence (50%). However, the
lensing measurements still fall below our model on all
scales. Even assuming an extreme baryon correction
model where all the baryons are removed from MDR1
HOD model, without altering the dark matter profile,
the measured lensing signal is still below the model on
scales of 500 kpc/h and less. The impact of baryons is
one of many e!ects considered in [26], the others being
measurement systematics, sample selection, assembly bias,
and extensions to our concordance cosmological model. It
is likely that a combination of these e !ects is responsible
for the low lensing signal (e.g. [ 97]), since baryonic e !ects
cannot explain the entire di !erence.

V. COMPARISON TO SIMULATIONS

Our measured kSZ and tSZ profiles from ACT +CMASS
[18] o!er a new opportunity to test current cosmological
simulations [ 14, 42, 43] and the sub-grid physics models
they include to capture physical processes like feedback
from stellar sources and AGN. Since these measurements
are new, current simulations are not calibrated to match
them, and thus the simulations permit a genuine predic-
tion for these tSZ and kSZ CGM profiles.
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CMB can help: Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effects

Thermal SZ: Doppler from thermal motions 
tSZ = gas density * temperature 

Kinematic SZ: Doppler from bulk motion 
kSZ = gas density * bulk velocity

➞ Unique probe of missing baryons!
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Stacking analysis: progressively adding galaxies

1

Extracting tSZ: single galaxy

SNR per galaxy is too low to detect!
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Extracting tSZ: 400,000 galaxies

Extended tSZ profile is well resolved!
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CMB can help: Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effects

Thermal SZ: Doppler from thermal motions 
tSZ = gas density * temperature 

Kinematic SZ: Doppler from bulk motion 
kSZ = gas density * bulk velocity

➞ Unique probe of missing baryons!
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Extracting kSZ: Velocity reconstruction

Eisenstein+07, Padmanabhan+12,14

A 2% Distance to z = 0.35 : Methods and Data 3

Figure 1. A pictoral explanation of how density-field reconstruction can improve the acoustic scale measurement. In each panel, we
show a thin slice of a simulated cosmological density field. (top left) In the early universe, the initial densities are very smooth. We mark
the acoustic feature with a ring of 150 Mpc radius from the central points. A Gaussian with the same rms width as the radial distribution
of the black points from the centroid of the blue points is shown in the inset. (top right) We evolve the particles to the present day, here
by the Zel’dovich approximation (Zel’dovich 1970). The red circle shows the initial radius of the ring, centered on the current centroid of
the blue points. The large-scale velocity field has caused the black points to spread out; this causes the acoustic feature to be broader.
The inset shows the current rms radius of the black points relative to the centroid of the blue points (solid line) compared to the initial
rms (dashed line). (bottom left) As before, but overplotted with the Lagrangian displacement field, smoothed by a 10h�1 Mpc Gaussian
filter. The concept of reconstruction is to estimate this displacement field from the final density field and then move the particles back
to their initial positions. (bottom right) We displace the present-day position of the particles by the opposite of the displacement field
in the previous panel. Because of the smoothing of the displacement field, the result is not uniform. However, the acoustic ring has
been moved substantially closer to the red circle. The inset shows that the new rms radius of the black points (solid), compared to the
initial width (long-dashed) and the uncorrected present-day width (short-dashed). The narrower peak will make it easier to measure the
acoustic scale. Note that the algorithm applied to the data is more complex than was just described, but this figure illustrates the basic
opportunity of reconstruction.

steps of this algorithm below and discuss details specific to
our implementation in subsequent subsections.

(i) Estimate the unreconstructed power spectrum P (k) or
correlation function ⇠(r).

(ii) Estimate the galaxy bias b and the linear growth rate,
f ⌘ d lnD/d ln a ⇠⌦0.55

M (Carroll et al. 1992; Linder 2005),
where D(a) is the linear growth function as a function of
scale factor a and ⌦M is the matter density relative to the
critical density.

(iii) Embed the survey into a larger volume, chosen such
that the boundaries of this larger volume are su�ciently
separated from the survey.

(iv) Gaussian smooth the density field.
(v) Generate a constrained Gaussian realization that

matches the observed density and interpolates over masked
and unobserved regions (§2.3).

(vi) Estimate the displacement field  within the
Zel’dovich approximation (§2.4).

(vii) Shift the galaxies by � . Since linear redshift-
space distortions arise from the same velocity field, we shift
the galaxies by an additional �f( · ŝ)ŝ (where ŝ is the
radial direction). In the limit of linear theory (i.e. large
scales), this term exactly removes redshift-space distortions
(Kaiser 1987; Hamilton 1998; Scoccimarro 2004). Denote
these points by D.

(viii) Construct a sample of points randomly distributed
according to the angular and radial selection function and
shift them by � . Note that we do not correct these for
redshift-space distortions. Denote these points by S.
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The inset shows the current rms radius of the black points relative to the centroid of the blue points (solid line) compared to the initial
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steps of this algorithm below and discuss details specific to
our implementation in subsequent subsections.

(i) Estimate the unreconstructed power spectrum P (k) or
correlation function ⇠(r).

(ii) Estimate the galaxy bias b and the linear growth rate,
f ⌘ d lnD/d ln a ⇠⌦0.55

M (Carroll et al. 1992; Linder 2005),
where D(a) is the linear growth function as a function of
scale factor a and ⌦M is the matter density relative to the
critical density.

(iii) Embed the survey into a larger volume, chosen such
that the boundaries of this larger volume are su�ciently
separated from the survey.

(iv) Gaussian smooth the density field.
(v) Generate a constrained Gaussian realization that

matches the observed density and interpolates over masked
and unobserved regions (§2.3).

(vi) Estimate the displacement field  within the
Zel’dovich approximation (§2.4).

(vii) Shift the galaxies by � . Since linear redshift-
space distortions arise from the same velocity field, we shift
the galaxies by an additional �f( · ŝ)ŝ (where ŝ is the
radial direction). In the limit of linear theory (i.e. large
scales), this term exactly removes redshift-space distortions
(Kaiser 1987; Hamilton 1998; Scoccimarro 2004). Denote
these points by D.

(viii) Construct a sample of points randomly distributed
according to the angular and radial selection function and
shift them by � . Note that we do not correct these for
redshift-space distortions. Denote these points by S.
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Velocity data from Smith, Vargas-Magaña, Ho; visualization by Schaan

Extracting kSZ: Velocity reconstruction
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LSS tension: “lensing is low”

➞ Directly subtract the baryonic contribution! 
Same halos, HOD, weighting (linear in mass, VS tSZ or Xray), angular scales

Shear

gas

DM+gas

kSZ
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LSS tension: “lensing is low” 13

FIG. 5. CMASS galaxy-galaxy lensing signal. Data from [ 26]
(green circles) are compared to HOD model predictions from
[95] (MDR1, red line) and our model that include a baryons
correction (blue line) to the MDR1. This correction uses the
best fit density profile from kSZ measurements (Section III B
and Figure 3). The gold band illustrates the uncertainty in
the model from the stellar component and the vertical grey
lines show the radial range in which we have kSZ observations;
outside this radial range we are extrapolating. The baryon
correction that we estimated to the MDR1 model reduces the
di!erence between the galaxy-galaxy measurements and HOD
model predictions by half (50%), but does not reconcile it.
The dashed red line illustrates the maximum correction to the
MDR1 model, which is to remove all baryons without altering
the dark matter profile. This extreme model still does not
reconcile this model and observations below 500 kpc /h.

component (∆ΣDM from MDR1) and baryon component
(∆Σb, obtained from our parametric GNFW model) such
that ∆Σtot = ∆ΣDM +∆Σb. The ∆ΣDM is calculated
by scaling the full ∆Σ from MDR1 by the dark matter
fraction, (ΩM − Ωb)/ΩM. The ∆Σb is calculated by pro-
jecting our best fit GNFW model for the electron density
profile,

Σb(R) ∝ 2
∞

0
ρgas R2 + l2 dl. (21)

Here l is the line-of-sight direction on which we project,
and the profile we fit is spherically symmetric so there
is no preferred axis. The ∆Σb(R) profile is calculated
using Equation 20 once Σ(R) is calculated. We normalize
∆Σb(R) such that the baryon contribution to ∆Σtot equals
fb∆ΣDM at Rmax:

∆Σb(R) → ∆Σb(R)× fb∆ΣDM(Rmax)

∆Σb(Rmax)
. (22)

Here Rmax is the maximum angular radial bin for which we
have a kSZ measurement. To summarize, we assumed that
all the baryons are present within the maximum radius

that we measured and beyond this radius the baryons
trace the dark matter. We note that this model does not
include the e!ect of the dark matter profile rearranging
itsel"n response to the new baryon profile, often referred
to as a “back-reaction” to the baryons (e.g. [ 27, 28]). We
expect this to be a second-order correction to the model
(supported by simulations e.g. [ 28]), smaller than the
baryonic e!ect we included.

Figure 5 shows the original galaxy-galaxy lensing mea-
surement from [26] with green points and error bars, along
with the original MDR1 HOD model from [95] shown as
a red line. Our new estimate for the MDR1 halo model
with a baryon correction coming from our kSZ profile
measurements is shown in blue and the corresponding
blue band illustrates the 2σ uncertainty obtained by sam-
pling the best fit GNFW MCMC chains. The dashed red
line illustrates what the [ 95] HOD model would predict
if one were to remove all the baryons. This “no-baryons”
curve sets a lower limit to the MDR1 HOD model of the
galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, in the absence of a modifica-
tion to the dark matter profile. The yellow band shows
the 2σ upper limit from the stellar component of ∆Σtot

following the calculations from [ 96] and the vertical grey
lines show the radial range of kSZ measurements from
[18]. Our estimates for the inner radii beyond the grey
boundary are extrapolations of the model. At these radii
the uncertainty from the stellar component is dominant.
Our empirical model for the baryon correction to the

MDR1 halo model does reduce the di !erence between
the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurement of the CMASS
sample [26] and the predicted signal from the [95] MDR1
HOD model, which is calibrated to the clustering of the
CMASS sample. At its largest our baryon correction
accounts for half the di!erence (50%). However, the
lensing measurements still fall below our model on all
scales. Even assuming an extreme baryon correction
model where all the baryons are removed from MDR1
HOD model, without altering the dark matter profile,
the measured lensing signal is still below the model on
scales of 500 kpc/h and less. The impact of baryons is
one of many e!ects considered in [26], the others being
measurement systematics, sample selection, assembly bias,
and extensions to our concordance cosmological model. It
is likely that a combination of these e !ects is responsible
for the low lensing signal (e.g. [ 97]), since baryonic e !ects
cannot explain the entire di !erence.

V. COMPARISON TO SIMULATIONS

Our measured kSZ and tSZ profiles from ACT +CMASS
[18] o!er a new opportunity to test current cosmological
simulations [ 14, 42, 43] and the sub-grid physics models
they include to capture physical processes like feedback
from stellar sources and AGN. Since these measurements
are new, current simulations are not calibrated to match
them, and thus the simulations permit a genuine predic-
tion for these tSZ and kSZ CGM profiles.
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LSS tension: “lensing is low”

Baryons explain ~half the tension! 
KSZ precision sufficient for current lensing data

13

FIG. 5. CMASS galaxy-galaxy lensing signal. Data from [ 26]
(green circles) are compared to HOD model predictions from
[95] (MDR1, red line) and our model that include a baryons
correction (blue line) to the MDR1. This correction uses the
best fit density profile from kSZ measurements (Section III B
and Figure 3). The gold band illustrates the uncertainty in
the model from the stellar component and the vertical grey
lines show the radial range in which we have kSZ observations;
outside this radial range we are extrapolating. The baryon
correction that we estimated to the MDR1 model reduces the
di!erence between the galaxy-galaxy measurements and HOD
model predictions by half (50%), but does not reconcile it.
The dashed red line illustrates the maximum correction to the
MDR1 model, which is to remove all baryons without altering
the dark matter profile. This extreme model still does not
reconcile this model and observations below 500 kpc /h.

component (∆ΣDM from MDR1) and baryon component
(∆Σb, obtained from our parametric GNFW model) such
that ∆Σtot = ∆ΣDM +∆Σb. The ∆ΣDM is calculated
by scaling the full ∆Σ from MDR1 by the dark matter
fraction, (ΩM − Ωb)/ΩM. The ∆Σb is calculated by pro-
jecting our best fit GNFW model for the electron density
profile,

Σb(R) ∝ 2
∞

0
ρgas R2 + l2 dl. (21)

Here l is the line-of-sight direction on which we project,
and the profile we fit is spherically symmetric so there
is no preferred axis. The ∆Σb(R) profile is calculated
using Equation 20 once Σ(R) is calculated. We normalize
∆Σb(R) such that the baryon contribution to ∆Σtot equals
fb∆ΣDM at Rmax:

∆Σb(R) → ∆Σb(R)× fb∆ΣDM(Rmax)

∆Σb(Rmax)
. (22)

Here Rmax is the maximum angular radial bin for which we
have a kSZ measurement. To summarize, we assumed that
all the baryons are present within the maximum radius

that we measured and beyond this radius the baryons
trace the dark matter. We note that this model does not
include the e!ect of the dark matter profile rearranging
itsel"n response to the new baryon profile, often referred
to as a “back-reaction” to the baryons (e.g. [ 27, 28]). We
expect this to be a second-order correction to the model
(supported by simulations e.g. [ 28]), smaller than the
baryonic e!ect we included.

Figure 5 shows the original galaxy-galaxy lensing mea-
surement from [26] with green points and error bars, along
with the original MDR1 HOD model from [95] shown as
a red line. Our new estimate for the MDR1 halo model
with a baryon correction coming from our kSZ profile
measurements is shown in blue and the corresponding
blue band illustrates the 2σ uncertainty obtained by sam-
pling the best fit GNFW MCMC chains. The dashed red
line illustrates what the [ 95] HOD model would predict
if one were to remove all the baryons. This “no-baryons”
curve sets a lower limit to the MDR1 HOD model of the
galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, in the absence of a modifica-
tion to the dark matter profile. The yellow band shows
the 2σ upper limit from the stellar component of ∆Σtot

following the calculations from [ 96] and the vertical grey
lines show the radial range of kSZ measurements from
[18]. Our estimates for the inner radii beyond the grey
boundary are extrapolations of the model. At these radii
the uncertainty from the stellar component is dominant.
Our empirical model for the baryon correction to the

MDR1 halo model does reduce the di !erence between
the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurement of the CMASS
sample [26] and the predicted signal from the [95] MDR1
HOD model, which is calibrated to the clustering of the
CMASS sample. At its largest our baryon correction
accounts for half the di!erence (50%). However, the
lensing measurements still fall below our model on all
scales. Even assuming an extreme baryon correction
model where all the baryons are removed from MDR1
HOD model, without altering the dark matter profile,
the measured lensing signal is still below the model on
scales of 500 kpc/h and less. The impact of baryons is
one of many e!ects considered in [26], the others being
measurement systematics, sample selection, assembly bias,
and extensions to our concordance cosmological model. It
is likely that a combination of these e !ects is responsible
for the low lensing signal (e.g. [ 97]), since baryonic e !ects
cannot explain the entire di !erence.

V. COMPARISON TO SIMULATIONS

Our measured kSZ and tSZ profiles from ACT +CMASS
[18] o!er a new opportunity to test current cosmological
simulations [ 14, 42, 43] and the sub-grid physics models
they include to capture physical processes like feedback
from stellar sources and AGN. Since these measurements
are new, current simulations are not calibrated to match
them, and thus the simulations permit a genuine predic-
tion for these tSZ and kSZ CGM profiles.
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Many recent & upcoming projects!
Gas more extended than dark matter 
Temperature profile around galaxies 
Solves most limiting systematics in current galaxy lensing 
Amodeo Battaglia Schaan Ferraro & ACT 20 

Constraining feedback in galaxy formation 
Moser Amodeo Battaglia Alvarez Ferraro Schaan+21 

SZ + lensing matter profiles + redshift-space distortions 
with Amodeo, Amon, Ardila, Aung, Battaglia, deRose, Ferraro, Huang, Lange, Leauthaud, 
Nagai, Schneider & ACT 

SZ + cosmic shear, matter power spectrum 
with Battaglia, Ferraro, Hill, Madhavacheril
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Mass shadows: Analogy CMB-galaxy lensing 
Improved CMB lensing

Future
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FIG. 24: Left: A large-scale mapping measurement like SPHEREx traces the total emission from di↵use components as well
as the emission from individual galaxies. The left panel shows a numerical simulation of galaxies superposed with a di↵use
emission component, such as IHL and early dwarf galaxies, that follows the structure of dark matter. A galaxy survey (middle)
recovers the galaxies but misses the di↵use light component. A large-scale mapping measurement (right), traces the total
emission from the di↵use component as well as the individual galaxies due to their clustering. Right: Amplitude of large-scale
EBL fluctuations measured by CIBER, Spitzer, and AKARI, after removing the contribution from known galaxy populations.
The solid lines show the expected IHL (red) and EOR (orange) signals. The bottom of the EOR range is the minimum signal
that must be present given the existing z > 7 Lyman-break galaxy luminosity functions [116]. The top of the EOR range allows
for fainter galaxies below the detection level of deep HST surveys. We show the MEV instrumental performance as the RMS
between 5 and 22 arcmin in eight bands between 0.75 and 4.8 µm by the black lines.

used to probe the history of stars producing the IHL. EBL fluctuations contain the imprints of the first stars that
ended the cosmic dark ages. Sometime between 200 Myr and 1 Gyr after the Big Bang (z = 6-20), the first collapsed
objects formed and produced energetic UV photons that reionized the surrounding hydrogen gas. This EOR marks
the end of the dark ages, and is the first chapter in the history of galaxies and heavy elements.

B. Line Intensity Mapping

The SPHEREx deep spectro-imaging survey also produces the ideal data set for full tomographic mapping of large-
scale structure, a statistical study based on galactic emission lines. These emission lines trace linear large-scale galaxy
clustering, but unlike 2D continuum measurements outlined above, provide 3D redshift information.

The spectral line intensity cubes from SPHEREx are an ideal tracer of galaxy evolution. At low redshifts SPHEREx
will detect multiple lines with high signal to noise (Figure 25), the dominant lines being H↵ for redshifts 0.1< z <5,
H� for redshifts 0.5< z <2, and [OIII] for redshifts 0.5< z <3. At high redshifts 5.2< z <8, SPHEREx accesses
the Ly↵ line, providing a crucial probe of the formation and evolution of EOR galaxies. Traditionally H↵, after
accounting for dust extinction, has been used as a reliable measure of the cosmic star-formation rate. In the deep
SPHEREx region, we can measure the H↵ power spectrum in 10 redshift intervals, with SNR > 100 (Figure 25).
The measurement of H↵ clustering thus traces bolometric line emission, integrated over all galaxy luminosities and
including emission from any di↵use IHL component. Foreground line confusion from lower redshift [OIII] and H� lines
can be robustly removed by cross-correlating spectral lines in multiple bands. For example, z = 3 H↵ line fluctuations
are detected in a band centered at 2.62 µm, while at the same redshift [OIII] fluctuations are present in a band
centered at 2.00 µm. Cross-correlating two independent bands thus traces the galaxies at z = 3 without masking,
and naturally rejects any line contaminants that may be present in one of the two bands. Intensity mapping at high

Outline: Combining CMB & LSS

Gas shadows: Localize the missing baryons 
Cosmology: solve baryonic uncertainty in lensing 
Galaxy formation: feedback 
Inflation: primordial non-Gaussianity

2

Fig. 1.— An exaggerated example of the lensing effect on a 10◦ × 10◦ field. Top: (left-to-right) unlensed temperature field, unlensed
E-polarization field, spherically symmetric deflection field d(n). Bottom: (left-to-right) lensed temperature field, lensed E-polarization field,
lensed B-polarization field. The scale for the polarization and temperature fields differ by a factor of 10.

gravitational waves.

2. LENSING

Weak lensing by the large-scale structure of the Universe
remaps the primary temperature field Θ(n̂) = ∆T (n̂)/T
and dimensionless Stokes parameters Q(n̂) and U(n̂) as
(Blanchard & Schneider 1987; Bernardeau 1997; Zaldar-
riaga & Seljak 1998)

Θ(n̂) = Θ̃(n̂ + d(n̂)) , (1)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = [Q̃ ± iŨ ](n̂ + d(n̂)) ,

where n̂ is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the un-
lensed field, and d(n̂) is the deflection angle. It is related
to the line of sight projection of the gravitational potential
Ψ(x, D) as d = ∇φ,

φ(n̂) = −2

∫

dD
(Ds − D)

D Ds
Ψ(Dn̂, D) , (2)

where D is the comoving distance along the line of sight in
the assumed flat cosmology and Ds denotes the distance to
the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the
rms deflection is 2.6′ but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order (l, m) may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be

presented in a separate work (Okamoto & Hu, in prep).
In this case, the temperature, polarization, and potential
fields may be decomposed as

Θ(n̂) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
Θ(l)eil·n̂ , (3)

[Q ± iU ](n̂) = −
∫

d2l

(2π)2
[E(l) ± iB(l)]e±2iϕleil·n̂ ,

φ(n̂) =

∫

d2L

(2π)2
φ(L)eiL·n̂ ,

where ϕl = cos−1(x̂ · l̂). Lensing changes the Fourier mo-
ments by (Hu 2000b)

δΘ(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
Θ̃(l′)W (l′,L) , (4)

δE(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

Ẽ(l′) cos 2ϕl′l − B̃(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

δB(l) =

∫

d2l′

(2π)2

[

B̃(l′) cos 2ϕl′l + Ẽ(l′) sin 2ϕl′l

]

W (l′,L) ,

where ϕl′l ≡ ϕl′ − ϕl, L = l − l′, and

W (l,L) = −[l · L]φ(L) . (5)

Here δΘ = Θ − Θ̃ for example. In Fig. 1, we show a toy
example of the effect of lensing on the temperature and po-
larization fields (see also Benabed et al. 2001). The effect
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Future Directions
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KSZ from DESI: Revolution

Order of magnitude more galaxies 
➞ Solve baryonic uncertainty for lensing from Rubin 
➞ Transform galaxy formation 

Inflation: primordial non-Gaussianity 
➞ number of fields, interactions 51



Summary: CMB secondary anisotropies
Fundamental physics, cosmology & astrophysics 
Neutrino masses            20meV precision 
Dark energy                   density & equation of state (~1%) 
Inflation                          number of fields, interactions, energy scale 
Dark matter                    interactions, temperature 
Galaxy formation           feedback 

Unprecedented LSS & CMB datasets coming online 

The CMB is an LSS probe 
Unique redshift range, large sky coverage 
Reveal the invisible Universe (missing baryons & DM) 
Independent systematics, analogies with galaxies & LIM
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Figure: Schaan 
ACT lensing: Madhavacheril, ACT+Planck kSZ & tSZ: Schaan+20, Amodeo+20. HST ACS I band image: Masters+11. 


